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overall this is a marvelous album to listen to, but it can be a bit of a workout at times. its somewhat murky, and is never going to sound like something that you and your friends could play at a house party. its the blackest, most intense record ive ever heard, but its also the most
deeply personal, and a few listens in, i found myself utterly captivated by it. it does what few records can do, and that is make me feel and think about things that i would normally never pay attention to. i strongly recommend it as a record that can challenge you as a listener and force
you to think about things you may have never considered before. its a powerful and crushingly beautiful piece of work that, for me, is going to leave a mark on my life for the rest of my life. the production on this record is stunning, with guitars filling the air like smoke in a vast,
desolate cathedral. theres a fantastic mix of digital and analogue sounds, and even an old-fashioned cabaret accompaniment, which, while not to my taste, is far more interesting than the usual electronic rollercoaster fare. theres a definite mix of genres here, from the industrial doom
of stare into the abyss to the pop hooks of sinner get ready, but it never feels too happy or too dark. there are only a handful of moments where the tone dips, and each one is well-earned. theres still a strong undercurrent of self-loathing, but there are far more uplifting moments as
well, from the chiming piano of one direction to the virtuosic guitar soloing of song of myself. theres even a piece of bombastic pop music and its enormous, confrontational. all in all, it feels like hayters most cohesive and consistent work to date, and a record that, while not perfect, its
most important to her artistry to date.
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the lyrics are, for the most part, pretty banal at best and, at worst, painfully cliché. theres a fair bit of foot stomping, mouthing and head banging in the lyrics too, but i was at least reassured when hayters explanation of the album came out of the mouth of a woman: i really am trying
to write about misogyny. i really do want to talk about misogyny and how i think its wrong. im working towards a really specific time in the history of my life where i think ive internalized a lot of my hate for things and people because of the things i had to deal with. so, theres a lot of

that on the record. but i dont think thats actually the reason i made this record. as far as i can see, this is a record that will be worth your time. i think theres a fair amount of cynicism surrounding its release, which if true is just as well, because this record is never going to be a
comfortable listening experience. if anything i think it will be more likely to put the listener off than attract them in, but thats the nature of the beast, or rather its the nature of btbam. if youre a fan of their original discography or have followed their journey over the years, then you

know what to expect from the prolific north carolinians and its a fairytale experience that doesnt let up until the end. by the time the band announce the long-awaited live album, youve pretty much spent the entire time listening to the heaviest thing youll hear all year. i cant speak for
the rest of the band, but i never felt like i was listening to the band, the album and just as much to the guitars and bass. colors ii is far more structured than colors and its just as strong, if not stronger, in every way. there were very little filler tracks on the original album and every song
on colors ii is a contender. for a band like buried and knives, who are notorious for their time-signature and tempo changes, the record is remarkably free of that. theyve gone from the highest of the high speeds of colors to the lowest and the most stripped-back of colors ii, keeping it
all quite devastatingly tight and consistently nigh-on perfect. theres no question that buried and knives have lost a step or two in the past year or so, but they still manage to make it sound better and tighter than ever. the band have never sounded better than they do here, but that

alone doesnt really tell the whole story. 5ec8ef588b
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